
Our company is looking for a digital senior analyst. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for digital senior analyst

Organises review and/or release of documentation when required
Perform month-end close tasks such as review Partner statements
Perform financial analysis over Digital Partner Statements, including price per
unit validation against Company Price Sheet and Communicate issues
identified during these reviews directly with the third party
Coordinate with Digital Sales Analysts for reporting throughout month,
including communication of any revenue adjustments throughout month to
ensure the accuracy of the Digital Sales Forecast
Maintain relationships with a variety of department personnel across all
business units (Publishing Studios, Legal, Finance) in order to respond to and
resolve royalty accounting related questions and issues
Develop a complete understanding and interpret the terms and conditions of
license and software development agreements in order to ensure accurate
compliance and accounting of contract terms related to contract definitions,
royalty and license rates, escalations, caps and recoupable and deductible
costs recorded in royalty statements
Input into the estimation process
Be accountable for your work and proud of your high quality deliverables,
every time you deliver something
Have the ability to untangle complex problems in imaginative and creative
ways
Be adaptable and have the pragmatism to use your own experiences to
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Qualifications for digital senior analyst

Investmentbanking or management consulting background preferred
Previouswork with database systems and statistical analysis a plus
Hands on experience with analytics tools eg
BA/BS degree, Finance or Accounting
2 to 4 years in finance or accounting in a fast-paced environment
Experience in data processing and consolidation required


